A company from Tokyo, Japan.

CLASSIC G LIMITED

CO MPA N Y PROF IL E

ABOUT
US
Communicating Japanese Beauty
to the World

Classic G was established in 2015 initially as a translation
company with a wealth of experiences in working with the
medical, pharmaceutical, and aesthetic industries. As the
demand for Japan’s high quality cosmetic surgery and
treatments was rising, Classic G launched Japan MedNavi in
2019 to connect Chinese-speaking tourists with local medical
beauty clinics.
Meanwhile, Classic G commenced international trading
business of beauty and health products. The company
partners with local brands and overseas distributors for
dedicating the best products to the right markets in a
seamless collaboration.
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Beauty Products
Trading

Business Negotiation
with Japanese Brands

Cosmetic Surgeries
Coordination

We explore unique Japanese
“Clean Beauty” brands, i.e.
ethically sourced products
made without any proven or
suspected toxic ingredients.
With an understanding of
market trends and domain
knowledge, we are able to
facilitate a smooth and efficient
trading process, from
document preparations, deal
discussions to logistic
arrangement.

Sourcing and purchasing in
Japan can be challenging to
foreign distributors due to
language and cultural barriers.
With a solid experience in
working as an agent between
various local brands and
overseas distributing
companies, we guarantee to
secure a fair deal and terms.

Japan MedNavi under the
Classic G group specializes in
arranging aesthetic treatment
booking and collateral services
for Chinese-speaking visitors.
Services include surgeons
matching, pre-operative
consultation, communication
with the clinics on behalf of
clients, real-time interpretation
and post-operative care.

Classic G is the
exclusive overseas
agent for the following
brands and products,
and the list is growing.
Feel free to send us an
enquiry regarding
distribution in your
region.

EXCLUSIVE
BRANDS
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THE FOUNDER

FRANCES TO
CEO - FOUNDER
Born in Hong Kong, graduated from the University of Toronto in Canada, Frances has
resided in Tokyo for more than 10 years. With her multi-cultural background and strong
language skills, Frances has been providing interpretation services at international
exhibitions and Japan’s largest aesthetic medical group. Her quadrilingual skills (English,
Japanese, Cantonese and Mandarin) allow her to serve visitors from around the world.
With the passion to assist people in their pursuit of beauty in Japan, Frances decided to
equip herself with more domain knowledge to reach this goal. She has acquired the top
level certificate issued by the Japan Cosmetic Licensing Association and is now a
recognized beauty advisor in Japan.
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company name
Classic G Limited

capital
5,000,000 JPY
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March 3, 2015
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address
Room C607, Akasaka Royal Building, Akasaka 7-6-15,
Minato-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN 107-0052.

website
www.classic-g.com

Looki n g for ward to
our par tn ership!
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Please use the contact form on
www.classic-g.com

